Worktop Collection

Work surface featured;
7979 Tabacco
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Perfection by design
Oasis worktops are manufactured in the UK to
exacting standards in a range of designs
uniquely selected to suit the UK palette. From the
classic, welcoming woodgrain finishes to
modern, sophisticated stone effects, our high
pressure laminate worktops set the benchmark
for durable, high quality construction that isn’t
reflected in the price.
●

Suitable for all domestic kitchen applications

●

Resistant to high temperatures, impact abrasion
and household stains

●

Available in both 38mm and 28mm thicknesses

●

Awarded the Furniture Industry Research
Association (FIRA) Gold Award for technical
excellence

●

Manufactured and tested to BS EN438.1.199

●

Oasis worktops are subject to a programme of
continuous quality control to ensure product
quality and total satisfaction
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Work surface featured;
190 Black Sparkle
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A Touch of Quality
It’s the look and feel of the work surfaces that

Worktop Specification

bring a kitchen to life. Oasis worktops come in

●

Latest technology high pressure laminate

a choice of tough yet beautiful textured

●

Water and heat resistant

finishes, from the shimmering sophistication of

●

High quality environmentally friendly chipboard core

Crystal to the subtle, clean matt of Universal,

●

Sealed back edge

all designed to bring an extra dimension to the

●

Laminate wrap around

worktop. Not just a feast for the eyes, but a

●

Sealed front edge to prevent the penetration of

treat for the fingertip.

moisture and steam

Profiles

Upstands

Depending on the thickness of your chosen

Oasis worksurfaces can be accompanied by stylish

worktop, the Oasis range is available in two profiles.

and hygienic upstands in order to provide a neat
and attractive finish between the worksurface
and wall. The upstands are available in a variety of
decors, please see page 9.
Upstand Specification

38mm Bullnose

28mm Waterfall

The stylish profile has

The profile has a 10mm

a 6mm radius with

radius to the top edge

continuous return to add

with a 90° return to

a touch of elegance.

provide a graceful, gently

100mm
20mm

3000mm

flowing arc.
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How to care for your new worktops
Oasis worktops are easy to maintain, simply

gives enhanced wear and scuff resistance,

use a damp cloth and a mild detergent or

however it is advisory to take extra care

non-abrasive cleaner to keep the surface

with gloss finish worksurfaces as they are

clean and hygienic.

more prone to marking. Try to avoid sliding

Stubborn stains should be removed

objects across the surface of the laminate.

immediately (the use of abrasive cleaners

To prevent damaging the surface, always

should be avoided).

use a chopping board for preparing food.

Whilst your worktop is resistant to high

Full details for care and maintenance

temperatures you should always put hot

can be found in the Care Guide included

objects on to heat resistant mats or trivets.

with every work surface or discuss with

Our gloss finish feature ‘AR Plus’ technology

your retailer.

How we care for the environment
We only supply FSC certified wood

reduce usage and have invested heavily in

products. This means we’ve used either

processes that generate energy from wood-

timber traceable to a forest that is managed

based carbon neutral fuel, significantly

sustainably, or recycled waste wood

reducing carbon emissions.

diverted from landfill.

We are proud to be BlueGreen certified as a

We monitor our use of water and energy

supplier of Carbon Positive chipboard.

constantly to identify opportunities to
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28mm Work surfaces

3781 Windsor Oak BS

3498 Beech Butchers Block BS

500 White PE

4477 Adriatic Marble U

4545 Arran CR

4584 Olympus Onyx U

5045 Martian CR

3994 Rossini Granite PE

5568 Black Granite CR

4260 Ebony PE

Work surface featured;
3526 Travertine Stone

4385 Dapple Slate CR
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5518 Jet U

5567 Millennium CR

38mm Work surfaces

3498 Beech Butchers Block BS

3324 Walnut Block PE

6616 Oak Butchers Block U

8681 White Sparkle GL

6533 White Cashmere CR

3526 Travertine Stone CR

7979 Tabacco DC

6031 Granite CR

6594 Brown Granite CR

6594 Brown Granite GL

6032 Mocca Granite CR

3289 Speckstein Grey PE

6569 Smoke Quarstone RA

3994 Rossini Granite PE

6127 Marble Nero DC

5518 Jet U

6570 Black Quaser CR

6570 Black Quaser GL

5568 Black Granite CR

5568 Black Granite GL

190 Black Sparkle GL
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Textures

Worktop Specification
Decor

Description

Texture

28mm Standard
3050mm x 600mm



500

White

PE

6616

Oak Butchers Block

U

3324

Walnut Block

PE

3781

Windsor Oak

BS

Pearl (PE)

Smooth (BS)

7979

Tabacco

DC

A subtle, burnished surface detail

A contemporary smooth matt finish that
looks as good as it feels

4385

Dapple Slate

CR

4477

Adriatic Marble

4545

Arran

4584

Olympus Onyx

6031

Granite

CR

3526

Travertine Stone

CR

5045

Martian

CR

6032

Mocca Granite

CR

U
CR
U

Universal (U)

Crystal (CR)

3994

Rossini Granite

PE

A smooth matt look and feel, giving your
worktop a simple, clean finish

A sophisticated texture that offers a delicate
surface shimmer

5518

Jet

U

5567

Millennium

CR

5568

Black Granite

CR

5568

Black Granite

GL

3289

Speckstein Grey

PE

6533

White Cashmere

CR

4260

Ebony

PE

6127

Marble Nero

DC

6569

Smoke Quarstone

RA

6570

Black Quaser

CR

6570

Black Quaser

GL

6594

Brown Granite

CR

Deep Crystal (DC)

Gloss (GL)

A unique elegant texture that lifts the design
with a 3D effect

A gloss finish with unique ‘AR Plus’ technology,
giving enhanced wear and scuff resistance

Radiance (RA)
A unique texture that captures the realism
of quartz found in natural stone

Due to variations in the printing process,
colours in this brochure may be subject to
deviation from the actual product. It is always
advisable to obtain a sample from your retailer
prior to ordering.

6594

Brown Granite

GL

3498

Beech Butchers Block

BS

8681

White Sparkle*

GL

190

Black Sparkle*

GL

















38mm Bullnose
( 6mm radius )
3050mm x 600mm

38mm Breakfast bar
3050mm x 900mm

Upstand
3000mm x 100mm
x 20mm


















































































*Only available in 10mm Bullnose radius

We are happy to supply a sample swatch of any of the Oasis decors, please call 0845 7 298 298 or visit your nearest retailer.
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Your Retailer:

